Using Prior Year Tax Slayer Returns to Verify SSNs/ITINs
 For returns prepared anytime beginning January 2017 for tax years 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 or 2020.

If the taxpayers’ tax return (for tax years 2016-2020) was prepared in January 2017 or later and was e-filed and
Accepted, we may be able to verify the SSN/ITIN. If we locate a tax return in our tax software marked as e-file
Accepted, we can prepare and e-file a return (without other SSN/ITIN proof) for anyone listed on that tax return. The
assumption is that in order to prepare and e-file a return in that prior year, the taxpayer had to provide SSN/ITIN
proof. A prior year return Accepted by the IRS is proof that the names, SSNs/ITINs, and dates of birth are correct on
that return, enabling us to prepare tax returns for the clients without seeing the social security or ITIN card each year.
Returns marked as Paper in Tax Slayer may NOT be used to verify SSNs/ITINs.
To do this, log into the TaxSlayer site the return was prepared at and locate the return.

Make sure to search within the correct tax year.
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Look up the specific return.

If and only if the status says ACCEPTED can we prepare a return for the tax members listed on that return without
seeing SSN/ITIN proof. If the tax return status for that prior year says anything other than ACCEPTED, the taxpayer
will have to provide SSN/ITIN proof for each member of the tax household again this year in order for us to prepare
the return.
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If this is the case, select the print set called “Main Info Page.”

Print the main info page and highlight the names and SSNs of everyone on the return for that year and write “Accepted”
somewhere on the page along with the date and your initials or volunteer ID. Anyone not included on this page will have
to provide separate SSN/ITIN proof before being included on the new return. (We encourage volunteers to make a copy
of all social security and ITIN cards presented at intake regardless of whether we can verify the numbers through this
process.) Please also note we will always still need to see a photo ID for the taxpayer and spouse.
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